
PeaceMatrix™

A
INTRODUCTION

What is the best
summary and scope of

the dispute?

B
PARTIES AND TERMS
What are the most important

definitions and party
identities for understanding

and peace?

E
DISPUTE

What is the best
understanding for peace

of why the parties'
wants are problematic
and where the dispute

actually lies?

F
COMMUNICATION

What is the best
understanding of the level

and nature of
communication between the

parties for peace?

G
UNKNOWN

What are the most important
things each side does not
understand that would be
helpful to know for peace?

C
HISTORY AND

CURRENT
SITUATION

What is the best
understanding of the

history and current situation
for peace?

H
CULTURES

What about the parties’ values,
cultures, human natures, animal

natures, beliefs, ideologies,
customs, national, local, and

tribal interests and other
unknown forces and motivations

is most important for
understanding and peace?

I
WRITINGS

What are the most important
understandings about the

relevant key writings,
documents, rules and laws for

peace?

J
MORALS

What are the most important
understandings about the
parties’ different subjective

moral codes for peace?

K
IDEAL VALUES

What would and should the
parties’ culture, morals, values
and rules be for peace, shared

or individual?

L
WHY NOT IMPROVE
What is most important to

understand about why each
side might want or not want

improvement or a
resolution?

M
AUTHORITIES

What is most important to
understand for peace about

the key authorities and
decision makers?

N
BENEFITS FROM

DISPUTE
Who, and what interests,

most benefit from the
dispute continuing?

O
COMMON GROUND
Where is there common

ground, common interests,
common goals, common

threats and enemies?

P
COOPERATION

OBSTACLES
What obstacles stand in the way

of the parties’ cooperation for
mutual constructive benefit?

Q
UNILATERAL
OBSTACLES

What obstacles affect the parties
pursuing their own best interests

and achieving contentment
unilaterally (besides the other

side)?

R
RESOLUTION
OBSTACLES

What obstacles stand in the way
of the parties finally resolving the

dispute and having peace?

S
WHY RESOLVE

What might happen is the
dispute is not resolved, and
what are the motivations for

seeking peace?

T
PAST SUCCESSES

How have similar challenges
been attempted to be resolved,
improved, or actually resolved,

elsewhere and in the past?

U
SELF-IMPROVE

What can the parties do to
unilaterally improve their

positions without harming the
others’?

V
WORKING

BACKWARDS
What are ideal future

scenarios, and how can we
work backwards from these?

W
MORE PARTIES

Who else can be brought to the
negotiating table and how would

they help peace?

X
SOLUTIONS

What are all possible peace
proposals, ideas, and solutions?

Y
NEW VALUES

What rule, doctrine, or morality is
created by each scenario and

possible outcome?

Z
CHANGES

What changes/additions should
be made to this PeaceMatrix™?

A1. What is the
dispute?

A2. What is the
proper scope of this

PeaceMatrix™?

B1.
Who are the parties to
this dispute, what are
their spectrums, and
how do they define

themselves and each
other party?

F1.
How effectively do

the parties
communicate?

F2.
Is there a free flow of
ideas and information
between the parties?

F3.
By what methods

do the parties
communicate and

receive
information?

F4a.
How effective is

education through
university level at
helping valuable
viewpoints and

information to be
exchanged and

understood?

F4d.
How effective is direct

communication,
dialogue, and debate
at helping valuable

information and
viewpoints to be
exchanged and

understood?

F4a1.
What education system
problems affect valuable

viewpoints and
information being
exchanged and

understood? Who
controls these systems
and how can they be

improved?

F1a.
Why can't many

members of the parties
understand or accept

each other's viewpoints?

F3a1
How can the television
news media landscape

be improved, who
controls it, and what is

needed for better
understanding?

H1.
What aspects of

culture and beliefs
are most relevant to

the dispute?

J2.
Is fairness a key
value, and how

does that affect the
dispute?

I1.
How can the

parties both be
morally correct, but

have different
subjective moral

foundations?

J3.
Is compassion a

key moral value of
the parties, and if

so, how?

K2a.
How could each

side be motivated to
put their mutual

cooperative benefit
ahead of their

separate goals?

L1c.
At what point do
politicians stop

benefiting from the
politics of problems
they have failed to

fix and why?

K3.
How can the
parties’ moral
perspectives
become more

united?

K2.
How can the

parties' agenda
be focused on
more common

goals?

L2a.
How can any media
disinterest in peace
and unity be limited?

L1b.
What are the

clearest examples
of political support

maintaining for
unsolved
problems?

L1d.
What are the

benefits of negative
media coverage

over creating
positive results?

N1.
Do politicians benefit
from conflict, and if
so, how can this be

minimized?

N2.
Does the media

benefit from conflict
and if so, how can
this be minimized?

N2a.
Does conflict and

controversy
create higher

ratings?

O1
What are the

parties' common
goals?

O2
How can the

focus be put on
the parties'

common goals?

N3a1.
How can

communication be
used to put more
focus on common

goals?

O3
To what extent do
the parties have

common goals but
different ways of
achieving them?

P1.
What are the most
contentious issues

currently?

P2.
Why do politicians

who make
outrageous or

divisive statements
get more attention

than those who
have constructive

ideas, and how can
this be improved?

Q1.
What are the
flaws in our

systems and how
could they be

improved?

T1.
When, how and

why has this
nation been most

united in
constructive

mutual benefit?

V2.
If this conflict does

have artificial
factors that

maintain or inflame
it, what are they?

X1.
What solutions exist
that help all sides?

X2.
What solutions exist

that harm neither
side?

X3.
What solutions exist

that have not
received sufficient

publicity or
examination? X4a1.

How could social
media help

improve or resolve
this dispute?

X4a.
How can news

media be
improved?

X4a2.
How can news
media present

more diversified
viewpoints?Z1.

Is the scope of
this

PeaceMatrix™
correct?

Z2.
Should this

PeaceMatrix™
have any more

Starting
Questions or

changes?

D1.
What does the first party
want according to them?

D2.
What does the first

party want according
to the second party?

D3.
What does the second
party want according to

them?

D4.
What does the second
party want according to

the first party?

D2a
Is there substantial

discrepancy
between what each

side wants
according to

themselves versus
the other side, and

if so, what are
these

discrepancies and
why?

F3a.
How does the

television news media
landscape affect the

quality of
communication? How

correct and fair are
news media

viewpoints, and what
are the implications?

F3c.
What other options

exist?

J2a
How do the sides
see fairness and

justice similarly and
differently?

D1a.
What are the
party's stated

wants?

F1b.
Do members of one

party understand
members of the second

party better than
vice-versa?  Why would

this be the case, and
what are the
implications?

F1a2.
Is there agreement

that each side
should understand

the other's
viewpoints and

arguments rather
than being in echo

chambers?

F1a2.1
How could the

two sides
understand each
other's positions

better?

F1a2.2
If there is

agreement that
people should be
open minded and

be exposed to
other viewpoints,

what are the
justifications for

opposing speech,
silencing

viewpoints, and
censoring other
ideas?  How do

we address
these?

F1a1.
How and how well is
each side exposed

to the other's
viewpoint?

X4a2.1.
What obstacles

stand in the way of
this?

G1.
Does the first

party understand
what their

positions mean to
the other party's

perspective?

D1b.
What different

groups and
interests exist on
the first party's
side, and what

are the full
spectrum of their

wants?

L1.
When and how
do politicians

benefit from not
solving

problems?

L1a.
What causes have
increasing political
support despite the

politician not
improving the

situation?

D1a1.
Why might these

be true?

D1b.
Why might these

be untrue?

F3b.
How does the social

media landscape
affect the quality of

communication? How
effective are they at
exchanging diverse

viewpoints and
creating free

information and
thought?

F3d.
Why are people unable

to talk out their
disagreements like in

the past?

F4e.
How, why, and to what
degree do the parties

receive different
information?

F4a2.
Who controls the social
media landscape, and
how can it be improved

for better
understanding?

G2.
Does the second
party understand

what their
positions mean to

the first party?

How similar and
different are each

party's moral
compasses? (each
side believing they

are moral, but
viewing morality

differently) What do
they have have in
common? Where

do they differ
fundamentally?

k1.
What would a set
of morals, values,
and rules be for

resolution?

K5a.
Why are current
sets of morals

values and rules
not working?

L2.
When and how
does the media

benefit from
disunity?

M1.
Who speaks for

the first party and
who are its official
leaders and most
popular persons?

M2.
Who speaks for
the second party
and who are its
official leaders

and most popular
persons?

S1.
What are the risks
and problems of

the current
situation

continuing or
getting worse?

V2a.
What aspects of

politics are artificial
factors that prolong

this dispute?

W1.
Is the negotiating
table changing as
different persons

and groups
increase or
decrease in

power?

X4.
How could

communication and
mutual

understanding be
improved?

X4b.
How could the

information
exchange be more
constructive and

less inflammatory?

How could the
parties work more

constructively
together?

D1b2
To what extent

will the first
party's policies
get the benefits
they believe vs

other outcomes?
Is it provable?
What is their

response to the
proof?

D1b1
What

repercussions
unseen by each
side might occur

from their
agenda?

D
WANTS

What is the best
understanding of the full

spectrums of each party’s
wants for peace?

E1.
Where exactly are the
irreconcilable conflicts

between what each
side want? For each
one, why, how and

under what scenarios
might the parties not
be in direct conflict ?

C1.
HISTORY

What is the history of the
parties, and the dispute?

C2.
What is currently
happening in the

dispute, why, and what
does it mean?

F1.
What are the current

communication challenges
and potential solutions in

having the parties understand
each others viewpoints, as

well as their own better?

A3. What is the goal
of this

PeaceMatrix™?

G3
What does each

side not
understand

according to the
other?

B2.
What are the key terms

and definitions?

D1c.
What do these wants
have in common with

what the other
parties want or claim

they want?

D1d.
What is the full

spectrum of wants
and interests from
this party, and how
do they agree or

disagree on goals?

H2.
How does human nature

affect the parties and
the dispute?

I1a.
How would the parties

see the situation if
certain facts were

reversed? Would the
same moral principles

apply?

V1
Assuming the conflict
is resolved and the

parties live in peace,
what are these

success scenarios and
how did we get there?


